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Guru Nanak Jayanti commemorates the birthday of Guru Nanak Devji the first Sikh guru and
the founder of Sikhism. It is the most sacred festival of the Sikh community. The festival is
celebrated with great religious fervor, dedication and devotion across India, mainly in the
states of Punjab, Haryana Delhi and many other states in northern India and abroad as well.
This year we are celebrating the 551th birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Jayanti. Our school
also celebrated this festival online with great zeal and enthusiasm. The event started with a
prayer (shabad) by our music teacher. Our Principal madam addressed the students with a
motivational and insightful speech. The teachers screened various videos on Nanak’s life and
his valuable teachings. Also a quiz was held on the same. Students responded
enthusiastically. Different saakhis were shown and explained to the students.
Students also came up with a variety of performances. The programme consisted of a variety
of items such as saakhis, shabads, role play, quiz express yourself, power point presentations
etc.
Sweet and melodious shabads were recited by some of the students. Some of them also
narrated some saakhis. Students not only spoke about Nanak Devji but also other gurus,
Collage on the ten Sikh gurus, pictures of Guru Nanak Devji,symbols of Khand Sahib ,
rhymes, the 5 k’s and many other topics related to Sikhism were presented in the class.
The teachings of Guru Nanak Devji( the three commandments ) were stressed upon in the
class. Students were asked to follow his teachings and evolve as a better human being. It was
amazing to see the students participating with enthusiasm and zeal. They were more than
excited to show their performance . Most of them were dressed in the traditional attire. They
were guided by the teachers not to go out in any crowded place on this pious occasion, stay
safe and at home.
It was an enthralling experience for the students and teachers alike.

